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INTRODUCTION
A chronic wound can be defi ned as one that has failed to 
progress through the phases of wound healing within 4 weeks, 
showing no signifi cant progress towards healing. Over 50% 
of all wounds take longer than 12 months to heal (Guest et al, 
2016). Any patient with multiple co-morbidities can be at risk 
of delayed wound healing. The total cost to the NHS of wound 
care is £5.3 billion, of which chronic wounds such as leg ulcers, 
diabetic foot ulcers and pressure ulcers cost £3 billion. 

NICE (2019) published guidance supporting the adoption of 
the UrgoStart range of dressings to treat diabetic foot ulcers 
and venous leg ulcers in the NHS. The use of the UrgoStart 
range is associated with reduced healing times compared with 
non-interactive dressings. The TLC-NOSF within the UrgoStart 
range promotes the inhibition of matrix metalloproteases and 
promotes angiogenesis. 

UrgoStart Plus pad is one dressing within the range that has the 
added poly-absorbent fi bres that, when in contact with wound 
exudate, swell, trap and bind slough and wound debris, providing 
a cleaning action. 

METHOD
A 64-year-old male patient with history of previous cellulitis, 
poor nutrition and non-concordance due to personal beliefs, 
presented to the wound clinic in 2017. Having previously been 
cared for by the community nurses since 2012, he presented 
with multiple venous leg ulcers on both the medial and 
lateral gaiter aspect of his left leg. The patient had previously 
declined compression but after discussion agreed to one layer 
of short stretch bandaging, which for the next 2 years he was 
intermittently concordant with due to pain. During this time, 
the patient had multiple dressing regimes implemented with 
no clear improvement and several episodes of wound infection, 
including developing sepsis in 2015 and being admitted to ICU. 
The patient declined analgesia due to his personal beliefs, yet his 
mobility was severely restricted due to his pain. 

Following introduction of the TLC-NOSF and poly-absorbent 
fi bre technology in UrgoStart Plus, along with its high level of 
clinical evidence, the team negotiated the use of this treatment 
and its benefi ts with the patient, to which he consented. He 
was commenced on the UrgoStart Plus pad dressing, having 
just completed an antimicrobial dressing regime. High levels of 
exudate persisted, as the compression levels within the short 
stretch bandaging were not suffi cient.

RESULTS
As illustrated, both wounds exhibited a vast improvement, 
including granulation tissue formation, signifi cant reduction 

in slough,  an improved wound bed and peri-wound area and 
clear progression along the wound healing trajectory. Within 
only 16 days, the patient became an advocate of this treatment, 
due to the signifi cant improvement in both his wounds and the 
reduction in related pain that was initially impacting his mobility. 

The patient levels of concordance have improved signifi cantly. 
Pain scores of 10/10 were recorded prior to starting treatment 
with UrgoStart plus pad and are now reduced to 2/10. The 
biggest improvement in the patient’s quality of life was improved 
mobility. Initially the patient required wheelchair access due 
to pain. He now walks independently unaided as his pain is 
dramatically reduced. 

The clinicians emphasised that the lack of progress in this 
patient’s wound journey was demotivating, being witness to 
very little wound improvement and the effect it was having on 
the patient’s quality of life. The improved progress was only 
achieved by implementing the UrgoStart Plus pad, which was 
extremely impactful not only on the patient but on the clinicians, 
as they were able to see the patient’s demeanour improve as the 
wound was progressing. 

DISCUSSION
This patient was particularly challenging to manage due 
to the longevity of his ulcers and his individual lifestyle and 
personal beliefs. Previous concordance with treatment and 
clinic appointments was poor due to his level of pain and being 
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Picture A. On initiation of the UrgoStart Plus pad 
treatment, both the medial and lateral wounds were 

of signifi cant size and both covered in 100% 
stained slough.  
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demotivated due to lack of wound progression. However, both 
pain and motivation improved within 6 weeks when he saw a 
dramatic improvement to his wounds. The poly-absorbent fi bres 
had effectively desloughed the wound and robust granulation was 
now present, promoted by the TLC-NOSF.  This was a dramatic 
result not only for the wound but the patient, as he had regained 
his mobility, which had a dramatic effect on his quality of life.   

CONCLUSION
This challenging wound made signifi cant progress due to 
the clinically proven TLC –NOSF with poly-absorbent fi bre 
technology in the UrgoStart Plus Pad. The impact on this 
patient’s quality of life was equally as transformative. At present 
the lateral wound remains and measures only 3cm x 1.1cm. In 
light of clinical evidence and NICE guidance, the Trust has now 
implemented a venous leg ulcer and a pressure ulcer pathway 
where UrgoStart Plus is at the centre of a consistent and effi cient 
approach to wound healing. 
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Picture B. After 2 weeks and 4 dressing changes it was 
clear that the darker stained slough was lifting and 

granulation tissue is evident.

Picture C. After 6 weeks and 12 dressing changes the 
improvement was increasingly obvious with 100% 
granulation tissue to both wounds and evidence of 

some wound contracture.

Picture D. After 51 weeks treatment with complete 
concordance the medial wound fully healed and the 

lateral wound demonstrated a marked wound reduction 
is size and 100% granulation tissue.
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